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Abstract: This study determines the mechanical properties and Crack Tip-Opening Displacement (CTOD) values for spiral-submerged arc-welded pipes for pressurized fluid channels application. The specimens were tested for mechanical properties, and the CTOD specimens were tested following the ASTM E18201) standard guideline, evaluating weld and base metal. Investigations were conducted on spiral submerged arc welded pipe, revealing good fracture toughness. The base metal exhibits higher CTOD values, indicating superior toughness than the weld metal. The load versus CMOD curve demonstrates a larger plastic region for the base metal than the weld metal. This research confirms the compliance with mechanical properties requirements for API 5L-X70 grade pipeline steels and provides insights into CTOD values for spiral-submerged arc-welding pipe at room temperature.
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1. Introduction

The use of piping systems in industrial and engineering production is widespread, as they offer a dependable means of transporting diverse fluids and slurries. Acknowledged for their efficiency and effectiveness in liquid transportation, they have become a widely acclaimed method2).

The ever-growing demand for increased transportation capacity and stringent safety standards has been instrumental in driving the continuous advancement of pipeline design3). Notably, the manufacturing and progress in high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels have witnessed a remarkable upsurge, mainly driven by this escalating need.

Considerable efforts in research have been conducted to develop high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel. Simion4) researched producing electrically welded pipes utilizing micro-alloy steel. On the other hand, Satoshi5) introduced a groundbreaking thermo-mechanical control process to make high-performance steel, specifically to meet the ever-increasing demand in the industry.

In the quest for economic competitiveness, developing new alloy options and improving existing ones are essential for the pipeline industry6).

Internal pressure in pipeline systems is frequently over 80% of the minimum specified yield strength. Consequently, the susceptibility of pipeline structures to plastic collapse and the propagation of ductile cracks necessitates the incorporation of specific qualities to ensure their integrity. Specifically, in the assembly of thick steel pipes serving as pressurized fluid carriers, the presence of cracks, multi-axial stresses, and stress concentrations due to various loading makes these pipes particularly susceptible to brittle fracture, especially in the vicinity of welded joints. This propensity for brittle fracture might cause fluid leakage and pipeline installation rupture. Under static and fatigue stress circumstances, surface cracks play a critical role in the safety evaluation of the structural pipeline system components7). Strength determines how pipeline steels are categorized. For instance, API X70 steels have nominal yield strengths of 70 ksi or 485 MPa8).

Laboratory-scale testing resembling full-scale fracture behavior must be conducted to ensure the structural integrity and safety of construction systems, necessitating a trustworthy fracture control mechanism9).

The resistance of a material to crack extension is measured using a fracture toughness test [1]. When plotting variables like K, J, or CTOD versus crack extension, this test may produce a resistance curve or a single value for the fracture toughness10).

Security measures involve measuring the strength of the steel material to be used with the CTOD test method to calculate and determine the size of critical defects, enabling the establishment of acceptance standards and
decisions regarding proper non-destructive test evaluation techniques and detection sensitivity before fabrication\(^1\).

The CTOD test is employed as a fracture toughness test when plastic deformation occurs before failure, allowing the stretching and opening of gaps while making quantitative measurements, and it is widely used in engineering applications.

CTOD testing for thick plate classification in welded structures, including pipes, shipbuilding, offshore structures, and pressure vessels, is increasingly popular due to the growing thickness of these structures. Different standards apply acceptable CTOD values to ensure structural safety and stability\(^2\).

Numerous laboratory-scale testing techniques of Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) testing have been studied to evaluate fracture parameters of steels.

Three distinct types of steels are investigated to compare their mechanical qualities using the CTOD (Crack Tip Opening Displacement) test\(^3\).

Mechanical and welding tests related to preproduction certification are required\(^4\). Several studies focus on acceptance criteria for CTOD characteristics with variable welding on steel materials, some of which are presented in the following sections.

A study was conducted to analyze the impact of high heat input on the CTOD properties of thick steel plates used in offshore engineering to ensure compliance with CTOD characteristics requirements\(^5\). The study focused on exploring the CTOD behavior of thick structural E43 steel, which concludes that fracture toughness is significantly influenced by the plastic CTOD of the material\(^6\). Research by Gordon indicated that biaxial loading in girth welds primarily increases the crack driving force. The material's resistance to fracture under uniaxial and biaxial loading appears to be comparable\(^7\).

Souza’s experiment\(^8\) facilitated the development of precise connections between J and CTOD, thus enabling testing procedures for toughness assessments, particularly in analyzing an API X70 steel. On the other hand, Afzalimir's experiment\(^9\) showed that related fracture resistance data based on J-CTOD relationships consistently produced lower findings than CTOD resistance curves based on the double clip-gage (DCG) technique. To calculate pipeline girth welds during reeling installation, particularly during the spooling on and reeling off stages, Permana\(^10\) used software to perform an Engineering Critical Assessment.

Evidence from experiments frequently shows that fractures result from surface imperfections like corrosion, fatigue damage, or welding errors, including undercut, porosity, and slag entrapment\(^11\). Microbiological activity may have an impact on the corrosion of steel. An investigation was conducted on carbon steel API 5L X65 exposed to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) in a CO2 environment\(^12\).

These flaws propagate through the wall thickness and longitudinally, exhibiting unstable propagation when their length exceeds a critical value\(^13\). The CTOD methodology is instrumental in determining this critical value, employing notched and pre-cracked samples subjected to static stress to assess material strength in the presence of a crack. These methods enable the determination of critical crack sizes to consider the anticipated increase of crack-like defects during service.

High-strength low alloy (HSLA) steel's toughness is vulnerable to deterioration during pipe manufacturing and installation\(^14\). The increased ductile-brittle transition temperature results from welding heat cycles and mechanical deformations also cause local brittle zones to form in welded joints at low temperatures and cause brittle failures.

The microstructure significantly influences the mechanical characteristics of welding joints. In addition to granular bainite and acicular ferrite, API X70 steel contains a trace amount of martensite-austenite component (MA). The microstructure of the thermomechanical process contains polygonal ferrite, acicular ferrite, upper bainite (UB), a trace quantity of martensite-austenite component, and cementite\(^15\) under various technological parameters. In addition, quasi-polygonal ferrite, acicular ferrite, granular bainite pearlite, and martensite-austenite component were found in the microstructure of API X70 steel\(^16\). The bainite phase is harder than ferrite, pearlite, and austenite\(^17\). Pro eutectoid and Widmanstatten ferrites, as well as acicular ferrite, made up the majority of the microstructure of the Fusion Zone\(^18\).

CTOD testing is commonly conducted on fluid conduit pipes used in areas exposed to low temperatures. The testing on pipes made of carbon steel with varying microstructure variables has been performed to determine the optimal structural form\(^19\). Notably, pipeline steel welding joints are more prone to fatigue fracture nucleation and propagation due to welding inclusions and flaws acting as stress concentrators, reducing the steel's toughness\(^20\).

The ASTM E1820 standard test method can be used to measure CTOD and determine the fracture toughness of steels. The fracture toughness of an API X70 pipeline steel at room temperature was investigated in this study. Based on the reference temperature characterizing fracture toughness at room temperature. Fractographic tests were performed to evaluate the fracture characteristics of the CTOD specimens.

The CTOD test is vital in determining the need for repairs, enabling more efficient maintenance strategies. By leveraging the insights the CTOD test provides, repairs can be scheduled when necessary, resulting in significant time and cost savings. This approach eliminates unnecessary downtime and avoids premature or unwarranted repairs, thereby reducing overall maintenance expenses associated with maintaining a structure. The findings emphasize the importance of the CTOD test in optimizing maintenance strategies, allowing
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for more efficient and cost-effective management of structures while ensuring their long-term integrity.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Materials

Pipe steel of the API 5L-X70 grade with dimensions of 101.6 mm in outer diameter (OD) and 15.49 mm in wall thickness (WT) was the substance under evaluation. One of Indonesia's most used pipe materials for high-pressure oil and gas transportation is API X70 steel. See Fig. 1 for the spiral submerged arc-welding pipe for the API 5L-X70 pipeline.

Tensile bars made from pipe were used to measure the mechanical characteristics of the pipe. Figure 2 (a) depicts the dimensions of the tensile specimens used to test the weld metal, and Figure 2 (b) shows the specimens for the tensile test.

An extensometer is attached to the test object to measure the strain during testing. The mechanical properties of API X70 steel were measured in this study using three longitudinal pipe body tensile specimens—the tensile tests aimed to ascertain the weld metal's tensile strength.

The test samples were cut from a pipe, as shown in Fig. 3a. Fig. 3b depicts the tension test material and the CTOD samples.

All experiments were conducted at ambient temperature. The tensile test was carried out on a 1000 kN Karl Schenk tensile testing machine, and the number of test objects tested was three pieces.

The chemical composition of experimental steel in its final form (thermomechanically produced or rolled) (mass percentage, %):

C 0.11, Si 0.18, Mn 1.4, P 0.008, S 0.002, V 0.058, Nb 0.06, Ti 0.009 %, Carbon equivalent (Pcm)% Max 0.2

In comparison to the requirement of API 5L X70:

C 0.12, Si 0.45, Mn 1.70, P 0.025, S 0.015, (V+ Nb + Ti) shall be ≤ 0.15%, Carbon equivalent (Pcm) % Max 0.25

Fig. 1: The pipe before cutting.

Fig. 2: (a) the tensile specimens' dimensions used to test the weld metal; and (b) samples for the tensile test.

2.3 Tests of Toughness CTOD

Specimens for single edge notch bends (SE(B)) were cut from test pipes in the location and manner shown on the schematic in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: The schematic of the test setup for CTOD and tension tests.
The ASTM CTOD standards suggest using full section thickness as the specimen size. The specimens were cut, as seen in Fig. 3(a). The samples of the base metal and weld region are shown in Fig. 3(b). Fatigue pre-cracking is required to induce a sharp crack in all specimens 10 and 11. The specimens were pre-cracked using a Schenk Pulser 63 kN with a sinusoidal constant amplitude load, load ratio $R = 0.1$, at 18 Hz frequency, and at room temperature. To ascertain the initial crack's dimensions following the standard:\[1)\], as below:

For: $0.45 \leq \frac{a_0}{W} \leq 0.70$

Single edge notch bending (SENB) specimens were used in this test to determine the CTOD in notches located in the weld metal (WM) and base metal, which evaluated the fracture toughness of an API 5L X70 steel.

Figure 4 (a) depicts a specimen for Single Edge Notched Bending (SENB) with the dimensions of the notch for the initial crack shown (b). As indicated in Fig. 4(a), the specimen's dimensions were thickness $B = 12$ mm, width $W = 12$ mm, span $S = 48$ mm, and crack length to width ratio $(a/W)$ of 0.7. It used a knife edge of 2 mm thickness.

Figure 5 shows the dimensions of the test specimen and a schematic for the CTOD test, as well as how the test specimen is installed on a three-point bending system support.

Fatigue pre-cracking is required to create a sharp crack in CTOD specimens. The 63 kN PVQ pulser testing apparatus is then used to provide a dynamic load (fatigue load) to the CTOD test specimen. The dynamic load is applied this way until the test specimen experiences an initial crack length of 2 mm. Figures 6a and 6b show the CTOD specimen before and after testing with dynamic load (dynamic crack growth). A fatigue crack is observed initiated from the base of the notch.
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The fracture toughness tests were carried out using the Schenk Universal Testing System RME 100 up to 100 kN with a loading rate that matched the constant crack head displacement of 0.3 mm/min at room temperature. A clip gauge was installed at the top of the knife's notch to measure the displacement of the crack's mouth as a function of the applied stress and to plot the CMOD (Crack Mouth Opening Displacement) versus the applied load. Every sample under examination had a thickness corresponding to the pipe wall thickness as advised by the standards. API-5L. The fracture test was carried out using a room temperature 100 kN RME testing machine. The testing test process for breaking the test object is shown in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 6: The notch of the CTOD test specimen before dynamic loading and after dynamic loading.](image)

![Fig. 7: The process of pressing to break the CTOD specimen](image)

The CTOD value is calculated through the stages of calculating the stress intensity factor, K and Y correction factor30). Determination of the stress intensity factor (K) at the end of the fatigue crack on Single Edge Notched Bending (SENB) specimens, with a three-point bending system testing system, can use the method according to equation (1) as follows:

\[
K = YP \left( BW \right)^{1/2}
\]  

where:
- \( K \) = factor of stress intensity
- \( Y \) = coefficient of stress intensity
- \( P \) = loading.
- \( B \) = thickness of the specimen
- \( W \) = width of specimen

For Single Edge Notched Bending (SENB), the stress intensity coefficient (Y) can be determined by conducting tests with a three-point bending system, where the distance between supports is four times the width of the test object. The calculation of the coefficient of stress intensity (Y) is performed using equations (2) and (3).

For Single edge Notched Bending (SENB), by testing the three point bending system, with a distance between supports of 4 times the width of the test object, the magnitude of the coefficient of stress intensity (Y) is calculated using equations (2) and (3):

\[
A = \left( \frac{a_0}{W} \right)
\]  

\[
a_0 = \text{Initial crack length from edge (see fig 1)}
\]

\[
Y = \frac{1}{6(A)^2 \left( 1.99 - A \left[ 1 - A \right \left( 2.15 - 3.93A + 2.7A^2 \right) \right]} \]
\[
(1 + 2A)(1 - A)^{3/2}
\]  

The stress intensity coefficient (Y) can be obtained through a table of values derived from comparing the crack length with the width of the specimen using the ratio \( S/W=41 \). Once the values of \( Y \) are determined, they are then utilized in equations (2) and (3) to calculate the stress intensity factor, \( K \), which is later incorporated into equation (1). Finally, the Crack-Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) value is computed using equation (4):

\[
\delta = \frac{K^2(1 - \vartheta^2)}{2SyE} + \frac{0.4(W - a)p}{0.4W + 0.6a + z}
\]  

The above equations are used in calculating the CTOD value in this experiment. Where:
- \( \delta \) is CTOD,
- \( K \) is the stress intensity factor,
- \( W \) is the width of the specimen
- \( a \) is crack length
- \( \vartheta \) is the poison's ratio,
- \( p \) is the plastic component at critical load,
- \( z \) represents the clip gage height
- \( Sy \) is the yield stress under test conditions.
- \( E \) is Young modulus

The above equations are used in calculating the CTOD
value in this experiment.

3. Result and Discussion

The mechanical properties of API X70 steel, measured from pipeline samples, are shown in Table 1. Each sample showed yield strengths greater than 485 MPa (70 ksi), which met API X70 grade pipeline steel specifications, as seen from the results8).

Table 1. The tensile characteristics of the specimens at room temperature and the target values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe Grade</th>
<th>Yield Strength (YS) N/mm²</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (TS) N/mm²</th>
<th>Ratio (Y/T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X 70 M</td>
<td>Min 485 Max 635</td>
<td>Min 570 Max 760</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. 1</td>
<td>Min 506.6 Max 596</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. 2</td>
<td>Min 493.0 Max 574</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. 3</td>
<td>Min 494.7 Max 596</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following safety protocols, welding connections should have toughness and mechanical properties equal to the base metal. In contrast, weldments with weld metal mechanical strengths greater than the base metal are typically required by modern production standards and procedures (such as ASME and AWS). This criterion aims to reduce the likelihood of structural collapse caused by operational mistakes or unnoticed weld issues. The primary objective of this requirement is to safeguard the integrity of the welded joint against potential negative consequences arising from common weld metal flaws.

During tensile testing, samples cracked in the base metal, demonstrating the superiority of the weld metal's characteristics over the base metal. Due to the base metal typically exhibiting more toughness than the weld metal, the strain may be concentrated there in some instances. Baskoro31) classified the fracture of welded specimens into two modes: fracture mode 1, which occurs relatively close to the welded area and is influenced by the heat during welding, and fracture mode 2, where the fracture area is relatively far from the welding zone. In this particular tensile testing, the specimen fractured according to fracture mode 2, which is relatively far from the welding area in the base metal. In a study conducted by Baskoro32), a simulation was developed to visualize heat distribution during welding. This simulation revealed that the highest temperature was concentrated within the molten metal and gradually decreased as it propagated toward the base metal.

For CTOD specimens, fatigue pre-cracking is required to create a sharp crack. The 63 kN PVQ pulzer testing apparatus applies a dynamic (fatigue load) to the CTOD test specimen until it experiences an initial crack length of approximately 2 mm. Figures 6a and 6b depict the CTOD specimen before and after testing with dynamic load, revealing the initiation of a fatigue crack from the base of the notch.

The fracture toughness tests were conducted using the Schenck Universal Testing System RME 100 with a loading rate matching the constant crack head displacement of 0.3 mm/min at room temperature, applying loads up to 100 kN. A clip gage fitted to the top of the knife edge's notch tracked the crack opening as a function of applied stress, creating the CMOD (Crack Mouth Opening Displacement) against the applied load graph. Each sample's thickness followed the pipe wall thickness recommendations of the API-5L standards. Fracture testing was conducted using a 100 kN RME machine at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 7.

Finally, tensile testing was employed for the ultimate breaking to produce the fracture surfaces depicted in Fig. 8, indicating the high toughness qualities of the steel. After completing the CTOD testing, an optical device took crack measurements from the fracture surface. The front fracture in the weld metal sample displayed more irregularities compared to the base metal sample (Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)). Despite this, the samples passed the standard fracture mechanics validation tests.

![Fig. 8](image-url)
Fig. 9: (a) Curve Load [kN] versus CMOD [mm] of base metal; (b) Curve Load [kN] versus CMOD [mm] of weld metal.

Figure 9 shows the load [kN] versus displacement or CMOD [mm] curves created for the tested material using the information gathered by the CTOD test apparatus. Figure 9(a) presents the load (kN) versus CMOD (mm) curve for a specimen of the base metal, while Figure 9(b) displays the corresponding curve for a specimen of the weld metal.

The curve in both figures denote the maximum load that the specimen could support (F) as well as the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD). Also computed was the area integral under the load against the CMOD curve (AP). A maximum load plateau was seen on a load-displacement curve, as shown in Fig. 9, demonstrating that the fracture propagation is still stable after the maximum load, the loading plateau results when the cross-sectional reduction rate and the strain hardening rate are completely balanced.

Table 2. CTOD values determined by ASTM E1820.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimens</th>
<th>δ (mm)</th>
<th>δ average (mm)</th>
<th>St. dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weld Metal</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base Metal</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results, comprising the CTOD values for the base and weld metal specimens, are shown in Table 2. According to the findings, the base metal's CTOD value is higher than the weld metal's.

The pipeline steel and its welded joint demonstrated excellent toughness in both samples, exhibiting good toughness at room temperature. Both tested specimens, as depicted in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) exhibited a high level of flexibility, as evidenced by curves of increasing loads and achieving high values of CMOD. Notably, the CTOD value of the base metal was higher than that of the weld metal, as observed from the load versus CMOD curve. This observation highlighted the base metal's larger plastic region under the curve compared to the weld metal.

Macrostructural observations were conducted in the fracture area, as depicted in Fig. 8, to determine the difference in CTOD values between the test results. The macro photograph revealed that the base metal displayed greater plastic deformation or ductile fracture compared to the weld metal, indicating a higher CTOD value for the base metal.

The microstructures are presented in Figure 10. The base metal's microstructure, which consists of very fine acicular ferrite-bainite grains with an average grain size of the acicular ferrite of 8 µm, is depicted in Figure 10(a). The welding zone microstructure, which included acicular ferrite and the pro eutectoid ferrite grain boundary phases, is depicted in Figure 10(b). The microstructure, taken from a deeper region within the welding zone, is depicted in Figure 10(c) and comprises grain boundary phases (pro eutectoid and Widmanstatten ferrite) along with acicular ferrite. The acicular ferrite has the highest resistance to fracture propagation brought on by cleavage due to its interlocking structure and small grain size.

Fig. 10: a) Base metal microstructure, b) Welding Zone microstructure near the surface, c) Welding Zone microstructure in deeper position

**CONCLUSION**

The conclusions from the investigation are as follows:
1. The tensile test of the weld specimen indicates yield strength and tensile strength meeting API X70 grade requirements of API 5L 44th edition. Specimens broke at base metal during the test, confirming the excellent practice of welding methods.
2. CTOD results show tough toughness in both base and weld metal specimens at room temperature. DNV mandates single-value toughness testing in a representative environment with CTODmat ≥ 0.15 mm when fracture toughness reduction uncertainty arises compared to the environment.
3. Higher CTOD value in base metal and weld metal underscores its good fracture resistance. These findings enhance comprehension of material behavior in diverse conditions, ensuring safer and more dependable applications in the pipeline sector.
4. The study bears significant industrial implications encompassing material selection, design enhancement, quality control, and failure analysis for such welded pipes.
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